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New Issue: Moody's assigns A1 to Lancaster County's (PA) $8.3M G.O. Bonds,
Series of 2014; revises outlook to negative
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A 1 rating applies to $S280M of G.O. debt

LANCASTER (COUNTY OF) PA
Counties
PA
Moody's~ng

ISSUE

General Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series of 2014
Sale Amount
$8,300.000
Gqs&ed Sale Date
02118114
Rating Description
General Obligation

RATING
A1

Moody's Outlook NEG
Opinion

NEW YORK, February 11.2014 -Moody's Investors Service has assigned an A1 rating to Lancaster County's
(PA) $8.3 million General Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series of 2014. Concurrently, we have revised our outlook
to negative from stable and affirmed the A1 rating on $280 million of the county's G.O. debt outstanding rated by
Moody's.
Debt service on the bonds is secured by the county's general obligation unlimited tax pledge. Proceeds will be
used to advance refund the county's Series A of 2004 bonds for an estimated net present value savings of
$579,654 equal to approximately 7.2% of par outstanding, with no extension of the maturity structure.
SUMMARY RATING RATIONALE
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The A1 rating reilects the county's sizeable and relatively stable rural-suburban tax base with average
socioeconomic levels and low unemployment, along with a manageabledebt burden. These positives are offset by
the county's limited financial flexibility, given its narrow liquidity position, along with a recent history of operating
deficits and modest variable rate debt and swap exposure. Further declines in General Fund reserves and
weakening of liquidity will result in additional negative pressure on the rating.

The negative outlook incorporates a probable sixth consecutive operating deficit in fiscal 2013, and our concerns
that county will be unable to manage expenditures in a manner sufficient to offset additional near-term declines in
reservesas well as the absence of a clear plan by county management to replenish fund balances.
STRENGTHS

-Large and diverse tax base in favorable location

-Stable revenues derived primarily from property tax receipts
-Manageable debt burden

WEAKNESSES

-Narrow General Fund cash position

-Pattern of operating deficits and declining reserves
DETAILED CREDIT DISCUSSION
NARROW FINANCIAL POSITION FOLLOWING FIVE CONSECUTIVE OPERATING DEFICITS, AND A
POSSIBLE SIXTH
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Lancaster County's n a m financial position results from a fweyear pattern of General Fund operating deficits
driven by weak revenue forecasting and repeated appropriations of General Fund reserves to balance annual
budgets prior to fiscal 2013. The county was generally able to replenish a significant portion of these
appropriations due to strong cost controls, but General Fund reserve levels nevertheless declined from a recent
high of $21.1 million in fiscal 2007 (equal to 16.8% ofrevenues) to $8.2 million, or a much weaker 5.4% of
operating revenues (including $9.2 million of appropriated reserves) in fiscal 2012. Fiscal 2012 audited results
were inflated by the inclusion of $26.4 million of capital lease proceeds in the General Fund; when these proceeds
are backed out the remainingfund balance equaled $8.2 million and cash was less than $1 million. The capital
lease proceeds are being used to fund capital improvements to the county's 911 system in fiscal years 2012
through 2015. In our view, the narrow reserves and limited cash provide a weakened margin with which to offset
potential cost pressures, including those related to the county's modest amount of variable rate debt and swap
exposure.

Excludingcapital lease proceeds, fiscal 2012 (December 31 yearend) concluded with a fifth consecutive
operating deficit. despite the county's strong cost containment measures, with General Fund reserves declin~ngby
$3 million from fiscal 2011. The final draw on reserves was slightly greater than expected; projections had been for
$2.5 million. Reasons for the draw included $2.8 million in below-budget departmental income and state revenue
transfers, as well as higher-than-expected corrections costs related to employee overtime at the county jail. The
county was able to replenish nearly half of a $9.2 million reserve appropriation by realizing strong cost variances in
general government ($6.1 million), judicial ($1.7 million), and capital costs ($2.5 million). General Fund cash, not
counting the capital lease proceeds, was a very weak $586,300 (0.4% of revenues), providing a limited cushion to
offset unexpected costs.
The county's $161 million fiscal 2013 budget was the first in six years to be structurally balanced without the use
of reserves and included a 9.5% property tax rate increasethat generated $10.3 million in new revenues. County
officials report that revenues tracked closely to budget and rose by $14 million over fiscal 2012 (although the use
of $5 million capital lease proceeds to cover 911 improvements partly accounts for this increase).
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While officials had initially anticipated a modest surplus. the issuance of a $4.9 million arbitration award for the
county's correctional officers union in August 2013 mooted that outcome. Officials stated in October 2013 that they
would divide payment of the award between late fiscal 2013 and early 2014 in order to conserve fund balances,
but ultimately decided to pay the entirety of the award in fiscal 2013, leading to an estimated $1.2 million draw on
General Fund balance (unaudited). This sixth consecutive draw - if borne out - would reduce General Fund
reserves to $6.9 million, or about 4.5% of revenues, which is well below the median for similarly-rated US counties.
The situation highlights the risks of low reserve balances, as the county was unable to preserve its already-thin
fund balances due to the award payment.

The $166 million fiscal 2014 budget is balanced without the use of reserves, did not include a property tax increase
and is structured to add $880,000 to reserves. Management has not, as of this time, articulated a coherent plan to
restore reserves back to historical levels. Future rating reviews will factor the county's ability to maintain financial
flexibility and adequate reserve levels going forward. Further operating deficits will negatively pressure the rating.
LARGE AND RELATIVELY STABLE TAX BASE WITH DIVERSE ECONOMY

We believe that growth within the county's sizeable $39.1 billion tax base will remain relatively stable despite
experiencing slight declines in 2010 through 2013 totaling 6.3% of full valuation given a weak residential housing
market. The county is primarily residential (70% of assessed value), with a solid agricultural base and strong
healthcare industry presence. The county ranks first in agricultural productionfor counties east of the Mississippi
River, and is one of the top 20 in the nation for agriculture. Lancaster General Hospital (revenue bonds rated
Aa3Istable outlook), the county's largest employer with over 7,000 employees, provides economic stability as the
dominant regional health services provider.

New growth and development in both the residential and commercial sectors has been slow since 2008, but is
expected to increase in the near term; the five-year annual average rate of full value decline was -1.0% for 2009 to
2013. The county's population grew by 10.4% between 2000 and 2010, rising to 519,445 and indicatingthat the

county remains an attractive place to relocate given a low cost of liv~ngand far below average unemployment rate
(5.5% in November 2013) relative to the commonwealth (6.8%) and nation (6.6%). Income levels are average, with
per capita and median family income at 95.6% and 102.1% of the state medians. The county's full value per capita
is a solid $74,747 (close to the US median). Recent economic development includes the planned construction of
an Urban Outfitters fulfillment center in Salisbury Township (not rated) is expected to generate 500 new jobs in the
county.
MANAGEABLE DEBT POSITION WITH MODEST VARIABLE RATE AND SWAP EXPOSURE
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We expect the county's debt position will remain manageable, although its above average debt service costs - an
estimated 16.2% of fiscal 2012 expenditures - and slow principal amortization (61.2% paid within 10 years) could
present future challenges given limited revenue growth. Management reports that outside of jail and ongoing bridge
repair costs, capital and facility needs have been addressed for the foreseeable Mure, and little new debt is likely
to be issued in the near-term. The jail is presently at capacity and discussions for addressing potential increased
demand are ongoing. The direct debt burden is manageable at 0.7% of full valuation, just above the US median for
counties. Significant overlapping municipal and school district debt increase the werall debt burden to an aboveaverage 5% of full valuation.
Approximately 14% of the county's outstanding debt is in variable rate mode and consists of the Series A of 2002
Notes ($25 million) issued through the Delaware Valley Regional Finance Authonty (rated A215table outlook) and
the Series C of2013 Bonds ($20 million), which is a floating rate note (FRN) provided by Wells Fargo Municipal
Finance L C . The FRN pays interest at a floating rate equal to 70% of LIBOR plus a 55 basis point spread during
the initial three-year index period, and is subject to a mandatoiy tender on August 1,2016. The Series A of 2002
notes bear interest at a floating rate linked to SlFMA and are not putable.

The county has one active floating-to-fixed rate swap and one fixed-tefloating swaption agreement The county
entered into a floatingto-fixed interest rate swap with JP Morgan Chase & Co. (senior unsecured rated A3Istable
wtlook) in 2001 for an original notional amount of $24.9 million related to the county's Series A of 2002 Notes. The
swap amortization schedule mirrors that of the bonds and the swap terminates at the bond mahrity date of
October 25,2030. The county also entered into three fixed-to-floating swaption agreements in 2004 that were
initially eligible for exercise on November 1.2009. The three fixed-to-floating swaption agreements were
restructuredinto a single agreement with the Royal Bank of Canada (senior unsecured rated Aa3lstable) in
November 2013. The exercise date of the new, single swaption is October 28, 2016. If not exercised on that date
by the counterparty, then the swaption will expire. According to county management, there is no indicationthat the
counterparty plans to exercise the swaption.
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The county's current total aggregate mark-to-market position for its swap and swaption is a negative $10 million.
Although the county's combined cash reserves are sufficient to cover this amount in the event that all the
derivative agreements were terminated simultaneously, this would severely limit the county's ability to respond to
normal budget fluctuations. However, the county is able to bond for termination payments. which would provide
added financial flexibility to help mitigate this risk. Future rating reviews will incorpwate the county's ability to
effectively manage its derivative and vanable rate debt exposures.

ADEQUATE PENSION FUNDING LEVELS
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The county sponsors the Lancaster County Employee Retirement Plan, a single-employer cost-sharing defined
beneft plan cwering substantially all employees. The county's Annual Required Contribution (ARC) was $7.1
million in fiscal 2012, representinga manageable 4.8% of General Fund expenditures; the county funded its entire
ARC payment in 2012. The pension plan's funding level was 80.1% as of December 2012. The plan's unfunded
actuarial accrued liability (UAAL) was $46.9 million as of December 2012. The plan's adjusted net pension liability,
under Moody's methodology for adjusting reported pension data, is $174.2 million, or approximately 1.23 times
operating revenues, which is just slightly above the national average. Moody's uses the adjusted net pension
liability to improve comparability of reported pension liabilities. The adjustments are not intended to replace the
county's reported liability information, but to improve comparability with other rated entities.
The county also offers an OPEB plan that is funded on a pay-go basis. The unfunded actuarial accrued liability for
OPEB was $71.6 million as of December 2011. The county contributed 36% ($2.2 million) of its annual OPEB cost
d
including debt service (16.2%), pensions (4.8%), and OPEB (1.5%)
in fiscal 2012. General Fund f ~ e costs,
represented a sizable 22.5% of county General Fund expenditures in fiscal 2012. The county's ability to manage
these growing fixed costs will factor prominently into future rating reviews.
OUTLOOK:

The negative outlook incorporates a probable sixth consecutive operating deficit in fiscal 2013, and our concerns
that county will be unable to manage expenditures in a manner sufficient to offset further near-term reserve
appropriations, as well as the absence of a clear plan by county management to replenish financial reserves.

-

WHAT COULD CHANGE M E RATING UP:
A trend of surplus operations and material improvement in cash and reserves.
-Established trend of structurally balanced budgets and operations.
WHAT COULD CHANGE M E RATING - DOWN:
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-Failure to maintain adequate reserve and liquidity position.

- Unbudgeted increases in expendires related to operations, variable rate debt, or swaps that deplete liquidity.
KEY STATISTICS:

2010 Population: 519,445 (10.4% increase since 2000)
2013 Full Valuation: $39.1 billion

2013 Full Value Per Capita: $74.747

2010 Medin Family Income (as %of PA and US): (102.1% and 102.7%)
Unemployment Rate (November 2013): 5.5%
Payout of Principal (10 years): 61.2%

Operating fund balance, fiscal 2012: 5.4%

5-year dollar change in fund balance as % of revenues (2007 to 2012): -9.10%
Cash balance, fiscal 2012: 0.25%

5year dollar change in cash balance as % of revenues (2007 to 2012): -15.30%
Institutional framework, PA counties: Aa

5-year average of operating revenuesloperating expenditures: 0.98~
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Debt to full value: 0.80%

Debt to operating revenues 2.1x

Byear average of Mwdy's adjusted net pension liability to full value: 0.37%
Byear average of Moody's adjusted net pension liability to operating revenues: 1 . 0 5 ~
Post-sale Panty Debt Outstanding: $310 million ($280 million rated by Moody's)
RATING METHODOLOGY

The principal methodology used in this rating was US Local Government General Obligation Debt published in
January 2014. Please see the Credit Policy page on www.moodys.com for a copy of this methodology.
REGULATORY DISCLOSURES

For ratings issued on a program, series or categorylclass of debt, this announcement provides certain regulatory
disclosures in relation to each rating of a subsequently issued bond or note of the same series or categorylclass
of debt or pursuant to a program for which the ratings are dwived exclusively from existing ratings in accordance
with Moody's rating practices. For ratings issued on a support provider, t
his announcement provides certain
regulatory disclosures in relation to the rating action on the support provider and in relation to each particular rating
action for securities that derive their credit ratings from the support provider's credit rating. For provisional ratings,

this announcement provides certain regulatory disclosures in relation to the provisional rating assigned, and in
relationto a definitive rating that may be assigned subsequent to the final issuance of the debt, in each case where
the transaction structure and terms have not changed prior to the assignment of the definitive rating in a manner
that would have affected the rating. For further information please see the ratings tab on the issuer/ent~typage for
the respective issuer on www.moodys.com.
Regulatory disclosures contained in this press release apply to the credit rating and, if applicable, the related rating
outlook or rating review.
Please see www.moodys.com for any updates on changes to the lead rating analyst and to the Moody's legal
entity that has issued the rating.
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Please see the ratings tab on the issuerlentity page on www.mwdys.com for additional regulatory disclosures for
each credt rating.

Michael D'Arcy
Lead Analyst
Public Finance Group
Moody's lnvestors Service
Vito Galluccio
Backup Analyst
Public Finance Group
Moody's lnvestors Service

Josellyn Yousef
Additional Contact
Public Fmance Group
Moody's Investors Service

Contacts

Journalists: (212) 553-0376
Research Clients: (212) 553-1653
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Moody's lnvestors Service, Inc
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N e w York, NY 10007
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O 2014 Moody's Corporation. Moody's lnvestors Service. Inc., Moody's Analytics, Inc. and/or their licensors and
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affiliates (collectively, "MOODY'S"). All rights reserved.

CREDIT RATINGS ISSUED BY MOODY'S INVESTORS SERVlCE, INC. ("MIS")AND ITS AFFILIATES ARE
MOODY'S CURRENT OPINIONS OF THE RELATIVE FUTURE CREDIT RISK OF EhTiTlES, CREDIT
COMMITMENTS, OR DEBT OR DEBTUKE SECURITIES, AND CREDIT RATINGS AND RESEARCH
WBUCATlONS PUBLISHED BY MOODY'S ("MOODY'S PUBLICATION") MAY INCLUDE MOODY'S
CREDIT COMMITMENTS,
CURRENT OPINIONS OF THE REUTNE FLhJRE CREDIT RlSK OF EN~T~~Es,
OR DEBT OR DEBTUKE SECURITIES. MOODY'S DEFINES CREDIT RISK AS THE RlSK THAT AN
ENmY MAY NOT MEET ITS CONTRACTUAL, FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS AS THEY COME DUE AND ANY
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ESTIMATED FINANCIAL LOSS IN M E EMNT OF DEFAULT. CREDIT RATINGS DO NOT ADDRESS ANY
OTHER RISK, INCLUDING BUT NOT UWOTEDTO: LIQUIDITY RISK, WRKET VALUE RISK, OR PRICE
VOLATILITY. CREDIT RATINGS AND MOODYS OPINIONS INCLUDED IN MOODY'S PUBLICATIONSARE
NOT STATEMENTS OF CURRENT OR HISTORICALFACT. MOODY'S PUBLICATIONSMAY ALSO
INCLUDE QUANTlTAllVE MODEL-BASED ESTIMATES OF CREDIT RlSK AND RELATED OPINIONS OR
COMMENTARY PUBLISHED BY MOODY'S ANALYTICS, INC. CREDIT RATINGS AND MOODY'S
PUBLICATIONSDO NOT CONSrmmE OR PROVIDE INVESM3T OR FINANCIAL ADVICE, AND
CREDIT RATINGS AND W D Y S PUBLICATIONSARE NOT AND DO NOT PROVIDE
RECOMMENDATIONSTO PURCHASE SELL OR HOLD PARTICULAR SECURITIES NEITHER CREDIT
RATINGS NOR MOODY'S PUBLICATIONS COMMENT ON THE SUITABIUM
OF AN INVESTMENT FOR
ANY PARTICULAR INVESTOR MOODY'S ISSUES ITS CREDIT RATINGS AND PUBLISHES lVlOODY'S
PUBLICATIONSWlTH M E EXPECTATIONAND UNDERSTANDING M A T EACH I M S T O R WILL, WITH
DUE CARE. MAKE ITS OWN STUDY AND EVALUATION OF EACH SECURITY THAT IS UNDER

MOODY'S CREDIT RATINGS AND MOODY'S PUBLICATIONS ARE NOT INTENDED FOR USE BY RETAIL
INVESTORSAND TT WOULD BE RECKLESS FOR RETAIL INVESTORS TO CONSIDER MOODY'S CREDIT
RATINGS OR MOODY'S PUBLICATIONS IN MAKING ANY INVESTMENT DECISION. IF IN DOUBTYOU
SHOULD CONTACT YOUR FINANCIAL OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISER.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS PROTECTED BY LAW. INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO.
-

-

REPRODUCED. REPACKAGED.
FURTHER T R A N S M I ~ DTRANSFERRED,
.
DISSEMINATED.
REDISTRIBUTED OR RESOLD, OR STORED FOR SUBSEQUENT USE FOR ANY SUCH PURPOSE, IN
WHOLE OR IN PART, IN ANY FORM OR MANNER OR BY ANY MEANS WHATSOEVER. BY ANY PERSON
'
WITHOUT MOODY'S PRIOR WRITEN CONSENT.
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All information contained herein is obtained by MOODY'S from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable.
Because of the possibility of human or mechanical error as well as other factors, however, all informationcontained
herein is provided "AS IS" without warranty of any kind. MOODY'S adopts all necessary measures so that the
information it uses in assigning a credit rating is of sufficient quality and from sources MOODY'S considers to be
reliable including, when appropriate, independent third-party sources. However, MOODY'S is not an auditor and
cannot in every instance independently verify or validate information received in the rating process or in preparing
the Moody's Publications.
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To the extent permitted by law, MOODY'S and its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors
and s u p p l i i disclaim liability to any person or entity for any indirect, special. consequential, or incidentallosses or
damages whatsoever arising from or in connection with the informationcontained herein or the use of or inability to
use any such information, even if MOODYS or any of its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives,
licensors or suppliers is advised in advance of the possibility of such losses or damages, including but not limited
to: (a) any loss of present or prospective profits or (b) any loss or damage arising where the relevant financial
instrument is not the subject of a particular credit rating assigned by MOODY'S.
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To the extent permitted by law, MOODY'S and its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors
and suppliers disctaim liability for any direct or compensatory losses or damages caused to any person or entity,
including but not limited to by any negligence (but excluding fraud, willful misconduct or any other type of liability
that, for the avoidance of doubt, by law cannot be excluded) on the part of, or any contingency w~thinor beyond the
control of, MOODY'S or any of its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors or suppl~ers,
arising from or in connection with the information contained herein or the use of or inability to use any such
information.

NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, COMPLETENESS,
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OF ANY SUCH RATING OR OTHER
OPINION OR INFORMATION IS GIVEN OR MADE BY MOODY'S IN ANY FORM OR MANNER
WHATSOEVER.

MIS, a wholly-owned credit rating agency subsidiary of Moody's Corporation ("MCO"), hereby discloses that most
issuers of debt securities (includingcorporate and municipal bonds, debentures, notes and commercial paper) and
preferred stock rated by MIS have, prior to assignment of any rating, agreed to pay to MIS for appraisal and rating
services rendered by it fees ranging from $1,500 to approximately $2,500,000. MCO and MIS also maintain policies
and procedures to address the independenceof MIS's ratings and rating processes. Information regarding certain
affiliations that may exist between directors of MCO and rated entities, and between entities who hold ratings from
MIS and have also publicly reported to the SEC an ownership interest in MCO of more than 5%, is posted annually
at www.moodvs.com under the heading "Shareholder Relations - Corporate Governance - Director and
Shareholder Affiliation Policy."
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For Australia only: Any publication into Australia of this document is pursuant to the Australian Financial Services
License of MOODY'S affihate, Moody's Investors Service Pty Limited ABN 61 003 399 657AFSL 336969 andlor
Moody's Analytics Australia Ply Ltd ABN 94 105 136 972 AFSL 383569 (as applicable). This document is intended
to be provided only to "wholesale clients" wnhin the meaning of section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001. By
continuing to access this document from within Australia, you represent to MOODY'S that you are, or are
accessing the document as a representativeof, a 'kholesale client" and that neither you nor the entity you
represent will directly or indirectly disseminate this document or its contents to "retail clients" within the meaning of
section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001. MOODY'S credit rating is an opinion as to the creditwwthiness of a
debt obligation of the issuer, not on the equity securities of the issuer or any form of security that is available to
retail clients. It would be dangerous for "retail clients" to make any investment decision based on MOODY'S credit
rating. If in doubt you should contact your financial or other professionaladviser.

